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Key role for J & E Hall units at supermarket
Seven J & E Hall Fusion Scroll condensing units
have been installed at a new Europoli
supermarket in Peterborough. The food store
has an extensive range of products from
Eastern European countries, including Poland,
Latvia, Romania, Lithuania and Slovakia.

All condensing units come
complete with
components fitted during manufacture to save
the installer time and money. Other benefits to
the installer include hinged doors that provide
simple access for service and maintenance.

A selection of units were chosen to provide the
cooling for a 27.5-metre long chiller for dairy
products, a 17-metre serve-over counter for
meats, two chiller rooms for dairy products and
fresh meat; and a 10-metre bank of upright
freezers.
The Fusion Scroll units – supplied by AFR
Refrigeration – operating on R404A create the
perfect answer for those demanding a
compact, yet efficient, outdoor unit. They are
the ideal solution for commercial refrigeration
installations where noise, size and reliability
are paramount.

DLG managing director Dogan Ucar explained
why he had no hesitation in opting to use
J & E Hall equipment he said: "The J & E Hall
units are reliable and efficient. They are sold
in a good variety of sizes so we had no
problem matching them with the other
equipment. They are also good in terms of
energy saving and are very competitivelypriced. We have been installing them for the
last four years without any problems.”
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J & E Hall units impress in fishing industry project

The refrigeration equipment, operating on
R449A was installed by Carlisle-based
Refrigeration (Mitton) Ltd. The J & E Hall units
were two JEHS 0250-B2-M3 and two JEHS
0200-B2-MS Fusion Scroll Commercial
Condensing Units supplied by refrigeration
equipment wholesalers FSW.
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The initial part of the job was to dismantle the
existing cold rooms, decommission the
refrigeration systems and remove them from
the site. The new cold rooms were installed
and then all the new refrigeration equipment
and the control panels. The final part of the
contract was to relocate an ice-flaking machine
to operate above the new freezer room which
would allow the flaked ice to drop via a chute
to storage bins within the freezer room.
Alex Mitton Director of Refrigeration (Mitton)
Ltd said: " It was a very smooth and efficient
project – something to be proud of – and from
our point of view I don't think the job could
have gone any smoother. We love the
J & E Hall equipment. We have used it for
years and I cannot recall any issues. It's always
been readily available for jobs if you get an
order and need to move quickly. The sales and
technical support from FSW and from
J & E Hall were fantastic as well."
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J & E Hall commercial condensing units
featured in a major project to future-proofed
facilities for the fishing industry at
Whitehaven's historic harbour in Cumbria. The
units are providing the cooling for three cold
rooms in the fish hall at the North Quay inner
basin. The hall is used mainly for the short-term
storage of catches by boats operating in the
Irish Sea. The vast bulk of the catch is shellfish,
with the remainder flatfish and whitefish. Bait is
also stored on site.

